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Abstract 
The present paper concentrates on one of the most common routing models, on the Manhattan model 
where horizontal and vertical wire segments are positioned on different sides of the board. While the 
minimum width can be found in linear time in the single row routing, apparently there was no efficient 
algorithm to find the minimum wire length. We showed before that this problem is NP-complctc in 
the doglcg-free case but the complexity of the problem was still unknown in the general case. In this 
paper wc modify the construction applied in the former proof in order to show the NP-completencss 
of routing with minimum wire length in the Manhattan model without any restrictions. 
Keywords: single row routing, V L S I , NP-complele problems, minimum length. 
1. Introduction 
VLSI routing plays a relevant role in the design of integrated circuits. The input 
of the VLSI circuit layout process is a description of a circuit. The purpose is to 
determine the exact placement of the circuit elements that satisfies the technological 
requirements and that minimizes certain cost criteria. The layout process consists 
of several phases such as placement, global routing, local routing and compaction. 
During global routing, the total routing region is partitioned into subregions (usually 
rectangles) and it is decided through which routing subregions individual wires wi l l 
run. During detailed or local routing, the exact course of the wires and the sizes 
of the routing subregions are determined. The dclailcd-routing problem is solved 
subrcgion by subrcgion. Routing with minimum total wire length in the Manhattan 
model is one of the most common problems in detailed rouling. The efficiency of 
the algorithms is crucial, because the number of the terminals to be interconnected 
is extremely large. 
Let us give some basic definitions of detailed routing. The points to be 
interconnected are called terminals. Routing within a rectangle is a basic problem 
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of the VLSI design. In case of single row routing all terminals appear only on 
one side of the rectangle. This is a special case of the channel routing where all 
terminals arc located either at the upper or the lower boundary of the routing region. 
A net is a collection of terminals. An instance of the problem is a set of pairwise 
disjoint nets. It is dense i f every boundary poini belongs to some nets. The solution 
of a routing problem is a set of subgraphs (wires) where each subgraph connects 
all the terminals of the corresponding net under the conditions of the wiring model. 
In the Manhattan model wires run on a rectangular grid and horizontal and vertical 
wire segments are positioned on different sides (layers) of the board. The tracks 
and ihe columns are the horizontal and the vertical lines of the grid, respectively. 
The number of tracks is called the width of the channel. In a restricted version of 
the Manhattan model each wire could occupy only one track. This model is called 
the dogleg-free model. I f doglegs arc permitted then wires can switch from one 
track to another. We are interested in the complexity of finding the minimum wire 
length solution of the given routing problem in the Manhattan model. L E N G A U E R 
(1990) presents a detailed exposition of the routing in the Manhattan model. Fig. I 
shows a routing problem and its solution. 
Fig. I. Single row routing 
The minimum width can be found in linear time in the single row routing in 
the Manhattan model. ([1], sec also [5]). L A P A U G H (1980) proved in the dogleg-
free case and S Z Y M A N S K I (1985) in the general case that the channel routing is 
./V'P-complete in the Manhattan model. We proved in our earlier paper [6] that the 
single row routing with minimum wire length is .A/P-complete in the dogleg-free 
Manhattan model. Now, we shall prove that the previous theorem remains true 
without the restriction to the dogleg-free case. 
In the context of the channel routing, the density (or congestion) of a vertical 
line is the number of nets crossing the vertical line. The density (or congestion) of 
the channel routing problem is the maximum density of all vertical lines through 
the channel. 
We shall call the terminals left, right and middle according to their relative 
position to other terminals of the net. The left and right terminals are the boundary 
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terminals. We shall call the nets starting, ending or continuing i f it has left, right 
or middle terminal in the examined section, respectively. 
Let us introduce the zone representation. Horizontal segments of any two nets 
crossing the same vertical line must not be placed in the same track. Let S(l) be the 
set of nets crossing vertical line /. The zones are formed by the different maximal 
sets. The zone representation is popular because it gives a compact description of 
the problem. We shall examine it in Section 2.3. 
2. Definitions and Observations 
In this section we introduce some further definitions and observations which fa-
cilitate the description and the check of the construction in the proof of NP-
completencss. We found interval representation and especially the zone repre-
sentation very useful for the proof of NP-completeness of the routing problem. For 
this reason, we shall emphasise in this section how the interval representation and 
zone representation relate to the original routing problem. 
2.1. Routing Problem 
In this paper, the only routing model we deal with is the Manhattan model allowing 
doglegs. For this reason, the name of the routing model is omitted and the Manhattan 
model is assumed throughout the paper. 
Let us call a vertical line saturated i f its density equals the number of tracks, 
that is, each horizontal segment is occupied by a wire. Each vertical line is saturated 
in a saturated section. Between two saturated sections a gap can be found. Let the 
gap include its boundary columns as well. Let us call the routing problem saturated 
i f each section with maximal density is saturated. In this case, the first part of the 
gap contains only ending and continuing nets while the other part consists of starting 
and continuing nets only. 
Usually, doglegs can be found at any column of the routing problem. Due to 
the following trivial lemma, doglegs can occur only in the gaps. 
L E M M A 2.1 No dogleg is possible in a saturated section. 
Proof. A dogleg occupies two horizontal segments at the column where the net 
changes track and this is not possible at a saturated column. 
Let us call the horizontal segments within the saturated sections as main 
horizontal segments. It is unique for a net in a saturated section according to the 
lemma. 
Let us call the vertical wire segments connecting terminals to the horizontal 
segments as terminal segments. We call a dogleg cheap i f it uses a terminal segment 
to connect two horizontal segments of a net. Otherwise, i f the dogleg uses extra 
vertical segment, we speak about expensive dogleg. According to this, the total 
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vertical wire segments length has two components: one of them is the length of 
the terminal segments, the other one is the length of the vertical segments of the 
expensive doglegs. We may assume thai the tracks are numbered from 1 to the 
width. In this case, the vertical wire length of an expensive dogleg is equal to the 
difference of the tracks connected by the dogleg. 
In the dogleg-free case, the posilion of the middle terminals along the hori-
zontal segment was arbitrary. Now, this is not the case. The possibility of a dogleg 
and the length of the wire depend on the positions of the middle terminals as well. 
Let us call a routing problem nice i f it is saturated and each middle terminal can he 
found in saturated sections. In this case the possibility of doglegs is restricted. For 
simplicity, wc shall use a nice problem in the proof of NP-complcteness. 
L E M M A 2.2 A boundary column of a gap can never be used for doglegs in a 
saturated problem. 
Proof. A dogleg needs two tracks at his column. There is no space for the additional 
track in the boundary column, since one track is occupied by the ending or starting 
net at this column and each of the others is occupied by the horizontal segments of 
the crossing wires. 
I f a wire changes from a track to another one, we say that dogleg can be found 
in the track. 
L E M M A 2.3 No dogleg can be found in the lowest track in case of dense problem. 
Proof. There is no space for the vertical segment of the dogleg because of the 
vertical segment coming from the terminal. 
L E M M A 2.4 In case of dense problem, doglegs are possible in the second track 
only in columns where ending or starting net can be found in the first track. 
Proof I f the first track contains a crossing wire, then the terminal segment occupies 
at least the lowest two tracks and there is no space for the vertical segment of the 
dogleg. 
We shall use further representations of the routing problem in order to exam-
ine it. 
2.2. Interval Placement Problem 
I f we omit the vertical wire segments from the solution and concentrate only on the 
horizontal segments wc get the interval placement problem. This problem is the 
following. Given a finite set of intervals on a line and w rows. Each interval has to 
be placed into one of the rows in such a way that two intervals can be placed into 
the same row if and only i f they have no common point. Fig. 2 depicts an instance 
of the interval placement problem. This figure not only gives the specification of 
the problem but also shows one of the solutions. 
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Fig. 2. Interval representation of the routing problem in Fig. 1 
We often need an optimum solution. The minimum width, that is the minimum 
number of necessary rows, can be found in linear time ( [ 1 ] , see also [5J . Let us 
introduce a value to the solutions of an interval placement problem in order to 
express the vertical wire length. First, we define the value of a solution and we 
explain only later how it corresponds to the wire length. A weight is assigned to 
each interval. The interval j has the weight /, and in a solution it is placed into 
row rt. The value of an interval is r , • Ij, The value (v) of a solution of the interval 
placement problem is the sum of the values of all intervals 
The minimum value interval placement problem is as follows: Is there a solution of 
the interval placement problem for which the value is at most kl 
Similarly to the routing problem, we introduce the term saturated. We call 
an interval placement problem saturated i f each point except the boundaries of 
intervals is inside either none of ihc intervals or exactly w intervals. Thus the 
intervals have to be placed continuously, without empty place in each row. So two 
intervals can be placed into the same row i f and only i f at the end of one of them 
is the starting point of the other or the section between them can be filled up with 
other intervals without empty place. 
The interval representation is very useful in the Manhattan routing. We can 
use it for ihc description of the problem, in this case each net can be given by an 
interval. The interval representation can describe the solution as well when the 
intervals represent the horizontal segments of the wires. While in the dogleg-frcc 
case, a single interval corresponds to each net in both applications of the interval 
representation, the interval system corresponding to the solution can be much more 
complicated in the dogleg case, because the interval belonging to a net is partitioned 
in the solulion according to the places of doglegs. 
The weight of an interval shows the number of the terminals belonging to the 
corresponding net in the dogleg-frcc Manhattan model. It implies that the interval 
(1) 
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placement problem represents a routing problem if the weights are integers greater 
than 1. I f the interval placement problem represents a solution of a routing problem 
allowing doglegs, the weight of an interval gives the number of terminals connected 
to the horizontal wire segment represented by the interval. To avoid enumerating a 
terminal more than once, i f a terminal segment connects more than one horizontal 
segment, it is counted only at the horizontal segment placed into the highest row. 
The intervals in the interval representation of the solution can be partitioned 
into smaller ones according to the doglegs. We shall introduce the name interval 
switch for the coinciding ending and starting point of two intervals in the solution 
i f they originate from one interval and they arc in different rows. The difference of 
the two row numbers is the size of the interval switch. The doglegs are represented 
by interval switches in the interval representation. However, the other direction 
does not work always, that is, an interval switch cannot be always translated into a 
dogleg in the routing problem because of the overlap of the vertical segments. We 
shall call an interval switch legal i f it is realizable in the routing problem as well. 
Only legal interval switches are allowed in our construction. 
2.3. Zone Representation 
Let us return to the definition of the zone representation to observe the relationship 
of the elements in the routing problem and in the zone representation. In the zone 
represeniation, intervals correspond to the nets and the zone representation can be 
regarded as an interval placement problem. Thus we can speak about the value 
of a realization of the zone representation. In the proof of NP-complelcncss, wc 
shall use the interval placement problem of the intervals in the zone representation. 
Similarly to the proof in the dogleg-free case, we shall apply saturated problem. A 
routing problem is saturated i f and only i f its zone representation is saturated. 
The column t belongs to a zone i f the nets crossing it together with the net 
having terminal there is a subset of the set of nets forming the zone. Each zone 
starts with a left terminal and ends wilh a right terminal. In case of a saturated 
routing problem i f we compress each saturated section to the unique length and we 
omit the gaps we get the zone representation. In this case, the gaps are reduced into 
the single line of the zone boundaries and only the main horizontal segments are 
represented by the intervals of the zone representation. 
The zone weight is the proportion of the weight of an interval falling into a 
zone. It shows the number of the terminals of the corresponding net within the 
zone. 
The zone representation can be regarded as a special compact version of the 
interval representation of the routing problem. In the dogleg-free case, the intervals 
represent the nets and the horizontal segments of the wires as well. I f doglegs are 
allowed, the zone representation has to be modified i f we want to apply it to the 
description of a solution because doglegs can partition the horizontal segment of a 
net in the realization. 
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Fig, 3 depicts the zone representation. A rectangle corresponds to an interval. 
There are w rows and they have width in contrast with the notation in Fig. 2 where 
they are represented by a single line. The rectangle is placed into the row assigned 
to the interval. The numbers written in the rectangles denote the zone weights or 
interval weights. We wi l l use this notation, because it is clear and it is suitable for 
the description of the solution as well as the specification of the interval placement 
problem. The figure depicts an extension of this notation for the dogleg case, where 
the doglegs are denoted by oblique lines. 
1 0 1 
2 1 
2 / 2 
4 2 4 
Fig. 3. Zone representation of the routing problem in Fig. I 
The possible places of the legal interval switches arc drastically reduced in 
the saturated case according to the following lemma. 
«• 
L E M M A 2.5 In case of a saturated problem, legal interval switches are possible 
only at zone boundaries. 
Proof. Simple application of Lemma 2.1 to the zone representation. 
The lemma gives the reason to modify the zone representation by partitioning 
each interval at the zone boundaries. Let us call the result of this modification as 
fragmented zone representation. 
L E M M A 2.6 If the interval placement problem represents a dense routing problem, 
no legal interval switch can be found in the lowest row. 
Proof. Simple application of Lemma 2.3 to the zone representation. 
L E M M A 2.7 If the interval placement problem represents a dense routing problem, 
legal interval switches are possible in the second row only at zone boundaries where 
the interval endpoint can be found in the first row. 
Proof Simple application of Lemma 2.4 to the zone representation. 
L E M M A 2.8 The total vertical wire segment length of a nice routing problem is at 
least the sum of the value of the zone representation of the solution and the sizes of 
the interval switches. 
Proof. According to the definition, the zone weight (/,-) of an interval shows the 
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number of the terminals of the corresponding net within the zone. 
Let us introduce some notations regarding the wire running from the /ith 
terminal to the main horizontal segment. 
rh : the row number of the main horizontal segment. 
t'h : the number of vertical segments on the path concerned. 
k% : the length of the i th vertical wire segment on the path. 
k' : the total vertical length of the paths from each terminal to the main 
horizontal segments. 
The terminal can be either in a saturated section or in a gap. I f the terminal 
is in the saturated section, the row number is equal to the length of the terminal 
segment starting from it (t'h == 1, k][ = rh). In case of gaps, the length of the 
terminal segment is unknown because here doglegs can partition the wire running 
from the terminal to the main horizontal segment into the sequence of some vertical 
and horizontal segments. However, the sum of the lengths of these vertical wire 
segments is at least the row number of the main horizontal segment: Yl'll-] k'h — ri<-
Thus, at least so long vertical wire segments belong to each terminal as the 
row number ( r j ) . Furthermore, these vertical segments are disjoint for each terminal 
i f the problem is nice. For this reason, the value of the zone representation, that is 
the sum of products of the row numbers and weights, gives the total length of the 
vertical segments mentioned before: v ~Y1 rj ' lj 5 
This calculation omits the vertical wire segments which connect two neigh-
bouring main horizontal segments of the same net. In this case, interval switches 
appear in the zone representation of the solution. 
We may assume that the main horizontal segment pairs to be connected are 
numbered. In this case we can apply the notation as follows: 
tj[, k)'s', k": the same meaning as before but now they refer to the wire con-
necting the /zth main horizontal segment pair. 
dh: the size of the interval switch, that is, the difference of the row numbers 
of the main horizontal segments. 
In this case the vertical length of the path connecting the /7 th main horizontal 
segment pair is at least the size of the interval switch: Yl'i'L] K' — dh • Summarizing 
this expression for each pair to be connected, we get that the total length k" of the 
vertical wire segments connecting main horizontal segments is at least the sum of 
the sizes of the interval switches. 
In case of nice problem instance, the wires running from terminals to the 
main horizontal segments and the wires connecting two main horizontal segments 
are disjoint, k = k' + k" > v + J^dfl. 
Remark I The minimum value of the fragmented zone representation can be easily 
found by assigning the intervals to the rows according to the decreasing order of 
their zone weights. It can be used as a lower bound for the total vertical wire 
segment length. 
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Remark 2 Somebody could think, that i f finding (he minimum wire length in the 
dogleg-free Manhattan model is A/'P-complctc then this would imply directly the 
AfP-completcncss of Manhattan routing allowing doglegs. However, the frag-
mented zone representation is a good example that the routing problem may become 
solvable in polynomial time after omitting restrictions for the solution because the 
fragmented zone representation can be regarded as a generalization of Manhattan 
routing where the horizontal segments can freely change rows at the zone bound-
aries. 
3. Construction 
We did not found a trivial way to reduce the dogleg-free case to the general one. 
We wil l reduce the satisfiability problem of Boolean formulas (SAT; see G A R E Y 
at J O H N S O N , 1 9 7 8 ) directly to the routing problem with minimum wire length in 
the Manhattan model in order to show the A^P-compIetcness of the later problem. 
This reduction is analogous to the one in the dogleg-free case. However, we cannot 
neglect the positions of the middle terminals between the end points of a net or 
the relative positions of consecutive right or left terminals, as we did in the former 
paper. For this reason, we have to examine the interval placement problem together 
with the original routing problem in contrast to the dogleg-free case where the SAT 
problem was reduced first to the interval placement problem and then the interval 
placement problem was reduced to the routing problem. 
During the construction we shall use the zone representation for the descrip-
tion of the problem and of the solution. The elements wi l l be the variants of the 
ones applied in the dogleg-free case. Wc shall apply a nice routing problem, that is, 
saturated instance where each middle terminal is placed into the saturated segment, 
because it simplifies the routing problem. 
.?. /. Occurrence of a Variable 
Fig. 4 shows the part of the construction corresponding to an occurrence of a vari-
able. Let us call it as the variable-occurrence element. As we remarked after 
Lemma 2.8 , the fragmented zone representation is useful to find a lower bound for 
the total length of the vertical wire segments. The minimum value of the fragmented 
zone representation is 7 4 , it is less by one than the minimum value solutions without 
interval switches. 
The vertical wire segment length is greater than the value at least by the sizes 
of the interval switches. It means that using interval switches we cannot decrease 
further the minimum total vertical wire segment length of the variable-occurrence 
clement but it is still possible to find another solution whose vertical wire segment 
lengths are the same as the minimum one in the dogleg-frcc case. Therefore, the 
sizes of interval switches are one unit long altogether i f the total vertical wire length 
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3x7 5 2 
2x8 8 
+ Ix 10 4 2 4 
75 
(a) 
4x6 2 2 2 
3x8 8 
2x 8+1 5 3 
+ Ix 10 4 2 7 4 
75 
(c) 
4x6 2 2 2 
3x 8 8 
2x8+1 3 5 
+ Ix 10 4 2 4 
I 3 
(el 
2 2 2 4x6 
8 3x8 
5 4 2x9 
4 5 + 1x9 





4 2 4 + Ix 10 
2 •> 2 4x6+1 
3 5 3x 8 
8 2x8 
4 2 4 + Ix 10 
ffl 
75 
Fig. 4. The minimum length solutions of the element corresponding to an occurrence of 
variable 
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rO 2 5 r l 2 S r2 
rO 5 2 r l 5 2 r2 
rO 4 r l 2 r2 
rO 4 2 4 rl 4 2 4 r2 
Fig. 5. An element corresponding to a variable 
is minimum, that is, only one interval switch is possible between two neighbouring 
rows. Fig. 4 depicts all minimum length solutions. I f the rows in a figure are 
permuted, we do not consider the new solution to be different. In the dogleg-free 
case, we distinguished two different minimum value realizations. Now, we have 
more, for this reason we speak about types of realizations. Let us call the minimum 
value realizations of type A and A, i f the unifying interval occupies the second and 
the third rows, respectively. Let the realizations Figs. 4a, 4d, 4f(A) correspond to 
true, and Figs, 4b, 4c, 4e (A) correspond to false. 
3.2. Variable 
The variable element occupies four adjacent rows. They contain as many variable-
occurrence elements as the number of occurrences of the variable in clauses. The 
variable in Fig. 5 occurs in two clauses. The intervals within the variable element 
are the variable intervals. Variable-connecting inten'als fill up the space in the rows 
between two adjacent variable-occurrence elements and at the end and beginning 
of the rows. Their weights are denoted by r, in the figure. The zone weights 
of the variable-connecting intervals arc equal to each other within the same zone. 
These weights wi l l be calculated in Section 3.4. A l l the intervals with weight 8 
belonging to the same variable and the variable-connecting intervals between them 
are merged into one long interval. As a result, we get one long interval covering 
the whole length of the variable element. Let us call it unified interval. We wi l l 
see that it ensures that the minimum value solution of the variable element uses 
the same type of realization - either A or A - at each variable-occurrence element 
belonging to it. The main difference from the proof for dogleg-free case is that 
not only the interval with weight 8 but the intervals with weight 4 and 5 lying at 
the right side of the variable-connecting intervals are merged with the coinciding 
variable-connecting intervals. 
The intervals with weight 4 on the left side, with weight 2 on the right side 
and with weight 2 in the middle of the variable-occurrence element w i l l be used for 
exchanges with clause intervals, see the next section. Let they be called as variable 
exchange intervals. 
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L E M M A 3.1 The total vertical wire length of the variable element is minimum if 
and only if either realization of type A or A occurs at each element corresponding 
to an occurrence of the same variable. 
Proof. The realizations of type A and A of a variable-occurrence element are the 
minimum length realizations. Since the zone weights of the variable-connecting 
intervals are equal to each other within the same zone, the value of the placement 
cannot be decreased either on the segment between the variable-occurrence ele-
ments. For this reason, i f the unified interval or the variable-connecting intervals 
would change from one row to another then the wire length would be longer than in 
the doglcg-free case because of the size of the interval switch (Lemma 2.8). Con-
sequently, i f the variable element has the minimum value, then the unified interval 
occupies the same row and it forces each clement belonging to the same variable to 
have the same type. 
3.3. Clause 
The element corresponding to a clause is called clause element and it is similar to 
the one in the dogleg-free case. A specific example of a clause element is shown 
in Fig. 6. The lower two rows are the clause rows, they contain the clause inter-
vals and the rows above them arc the variable rows. Clause-connecting inter\>als 
start and finish the clause elements. The clause intervals B and B are called as 
clause exchange intervals. The clause intervals other than the clause-connecting 
and the exchange ones are the literal-connecting intervals. Two overlapping literal-
connecting intervals always form a pair of a shorter and a longer interval. Their 
weights arc denoted by s, and /,, respectively. The weights of the clause connecting 
intervals are denoted by t\ and h in Fig. 6. 
The zones between the variable-occurrence elements are the constraining 
zones. The constrain zones are denoted by striped columns in the figure. Wc 
speak about constrained solution i f the clause intervals run in the clause rows in the 
constraining zones. Wc ensure this by choosing a great value as zone weight for 
the literal-connecting intervals in the constraining zone. Let this weight be called 
as constraining weight denoted by c and it wi l l be determined in Section 3.5. 
The zone weights of the clause intervals are usually equal to the maximum 
weights within the variable rows in their zone. The right zone of B and the con-
straining zone belong to the exceptions. Furthermore in the rightmost zone of the 
longer clause-connecting interval, its zone weight is greater by 2 than the one of 
the other clause interval there. The zone weight of the shorter literal-connecting 
interval is greater by one than the one of the other clause interval in the last zone 
within the clause. See Fig, 7 for an example of the zone weights of a clause element. 
Wc proved in the dogleg-free case that only the exchange intervals could be 
put into a variable row. We can prove the same fact in the dogleg case provided that 
the solution is constrained. 
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Fig. 6. An clement corresponding to the clause X 3 V X2 V JC 1 
2 4 2 4 c 4 2 4 c 4 2 2 c+1 2 
2 6 2 4 c 4 2 4 c 4 2 2 c 2 
Fig. 7. The zone weights of the clause clement in Fig.6 
L E M M A 3.2 If the solution is constrained and the clause intervals have no interval 
switches then only the exchange intervals can be placed into a higher row. 
Proof. Without interval switches, the literal-connecting intervals are fixed to the 
clause rows in the constrained solution. The clause-connecting intervals arc also 
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in the clause rows, otherwise variable intervals would fill their place in the clause 
rows, but it is impossible without interval switches. Consequently, only the clause 
exchange intervals can be placed into variable rows from the clause intervals. 
L E M M A 3.3 Let us assume that the solution is constrained, there are no interval 
switches in the clause rows and the variable-occurrence elements together with the 
variable-connecting intervals belonging to the same variable are placed into adjacent 
rows. Then the placement of intervals belonging to them has the minimum length 
if and only if realization of type A belongs to interval B or realization of type A 
belongs to B at least at one occurrence of a variable at each clause. 
Proof. We proved in the previous lemma that only the clause exchange intervals 
could be put into the variable rows. I f the clause exchange intervals remain in the 
clause rows, the value of the clause-element is greater by one than the minimum 
value of its fragmented zone representation. 
Let us consider the minimum value solution i f an exchange interval is placed 
into a variable row. Since there are no interval switches, the place of interval B 
can be occupied only by the variable exchange intervals. The other intervals were 
merged with the variable-connecting intervals in the variable element in order to 
avoid the changes with them. Interval B can be exchanged with intervals other than 
the variable exchange intervals as well, but this is not worth doing because the total 
value increases. 
The change of the variable and clause exchange intervals enables the exchange 
of the two rows of the clause element on a section, which reduces the total value by 
one. Let us call this exchange of clause rows an improving exchange. It does not 
matter whether one or more intervals belonging to the same clause are exchanged 
with intervals of variable rows because the total value can be reduced by one in 
each case. 
We may assume, that the realization of the variable-occurrence element be-
longs to one of the types of the minimum length realizations. Let us note in this case, 
that intervals B and B can be exchanged with variable exchange intervals only if the 
realization of the variable-occurrence clement is of type A and A, respectively. The 
value of the clause element can be reduced by one i f and only i f the corresponding 
realization of the variable-occurrence element and clause exchange interval can be 
found at one or more occurrences of variables. The total value is minimum i f this 
holds at each clause. Since there arc no interval switches in the clause rows, the 
minimum value of the zone representation means minimum wire length as well. 
At this point, we cannot eliminate the position of terminals in the construction 
any more. We assign terminals to the shorter literal-connecting intervals so that their 
left terminals are the last among the left terminals in the same gap. This assignment 
wil l help to avoid doglegs. 
Let us consider the zone representation of the minimum length dogleg-free 
solution (Fig. 8). The only zone, where the value can be reduced in the clause rows, 
can be found at the right half of the exchange interval B. Let us call this zone as 
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Fig. 8. The minimum value solution of the clause clement in Fig. 6 
conflict zone. Here greater weights can be found in the variable rows than in the 
clause rows. In any other zone the minimum is ensured by the decreasing order of 
the zone weights. 
L E M M A 3.4 If the solution is constrained then clause or variable exchange intervals 
occupy the clause rows in the conflict zone. 
Proof. The proof is indirect, let us examine that a variable interval other than the 
variable exchange intervals occupies one of the clause rows in the conflict zone. 
In this case, it has to return to a variable row before the constraining zone. It is 
not possible in the first row, because there is no legal interval switch (Lemma 2.6). 
I f the longer literal-connecting interval occupies the first row, the variable interval 
could not leave the second row before the constraining zone because no interval 
endpoint can be found in the first row there and in this case no legal interval switch 
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is possible there in the second row according to Lemma 2.7. Consequently, the 
longer literal-connecting interval and a variable interval occupies the second row in 
the constraining zone and in the conflict zone, respectively. Both of these intervals 
have to switch row because they overlap one another. The only possible place for 
the switch is the boundary between the conflict zone and the constraining zone. 
Now, we have to examine the routing problem behind the zone representation. 
The legal interval switches represent doglegs in the routing problem. We chose the 
rightmost column of the gap for the left terminal of the shorter literal-connecting 
interval and this column is unusable for dogleg (Lemma 2.2). Since the problem 
is dense, only the column of the right terminal of the net ending in the first row 
remains in the current gap where the interval could switch from the second row 
into another. However, one column is not enough for both wires represented by the 
longer literal-connecting interval and the variable interval to switch into another 
row. 
Wc still have to complete the construction determining the first and last zones 
of the construction. Let each variable row be introduced by variable-connecting 
intervals and the clause rows started by intervals with constraining weights and 
clause-connecting intervals before the first clause element. Let the clause rows be 
finished by clause-connecting intervals. 
We should calculate the weight of the variable-connecting intervals. Let us 
order the variables from 1 to n and let the variable elements be placed above the 
clause rows according this order. The zone weight of the variable-connecting in-
tervals are the maximum of the weights above them within the same zone. Let us 
formulate this. Each zone either crosses a variable-occurrence element or neigh-
bouring to one or two variable-occurrence elements. We introduce the notations as 
follows: 
z-7 : The index of the variable or the highest index i f there are more variables 
whose variable-occurrence element is crossed by or neighbouring to the zone j . 
p}\ It is an attribute characterising the position of the zone relative to the 
variable-occurrence element concerned. Three different relative positions are dis-
tinguished, namely boundary, middle, neighbouring. 
l\: The zone weight of the interval-connecting interval belonging to the i th 
variable in the 7 th zone. 
We filled in the zone weights of the variable-connecting intervals in Fig. 8 
according to this. 
3.4. Boolean Formula 
4 
2 
i f pJ is boundary and zJ > i, 
i f pi is middle and zj > i, 
i f pi is neighbouring and z* > i, 
\fzj<i. 0 
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Now, we can prove that the assumption of the missing interval switches is 
correct. 
L E M M A 3.5 The minimum length solution does not use legal interval switches 
other than the ones within the variable-occurrence elements already introduced. 
Proof. Let us examine whether the value of the zone representation can be reduced 
using legal interval switches. There are only two locations where the value of the 
zone representation can be improved, in the clause rows at the conflict zone and 
within the variable-occurrence elements. (These areas are denoted by dashed boxes 
in the Fig. 8.) According to Lemma 3.4 the value of the conflict zone cannot be 
reduced, because no variable interval can be placed there into the clause rows. 
Now, let us focus on the variable-occurrence elements. We studied them in 
Section 3.1 but we have to examine whether there arc possibilities of improvement 
using the intervals from the other rows. In order to decrease the value, we can try 
to order the intervals within the zones, to exchange intervals with shorter ones, or 
to introduce one-unit length interval switches. After short examinations, wc can 
conclude, that the value of a variable-occurrence element cannot be decreased except 
by the interval switches already introduced at the variable-occurrence elements 
(Fig.4). 
Since we failed in reduction of the value of the zone representation, no more in-
terval switches arc possible in the minimum length solution according to Lemma 2.8. 
L E M M A 3.6 If the solution is constrained, and there is no interval switch between 
the rows belonging to different variables, then the variable-occurrence elements 
and the variable-connecting intervals belonging to the ith variable are in the rows 
4i — 1, 4i, 4/ + 1, 4/ + 2 in case of the minimum length solution. 
Proof. The rows are filled with intervals without empty segments in case of the 
saturated zone representation, so the consecutive intervals within the same row have 
common boundaries. Since none of the variable intervals belonging to different 
variables has common boundary, a variable interval is placed into a row containing 
interval belonging lo the same variable or, according to Lemma 3.2, clause exchange 
intervals. Consequently, i f one of the variable intervals is put into a row belonging 
to another variable, then the whole row is exchanged. 
Originally, the intervals belonging to the variable i occupy die corresponding 
variable rows, that is the rows 4/ — 1, 4l \ 4i + 1, 4/ + 2. Let /• denote the total 
weight of a row belonging to the i th variable. l\ > V, i f i < j according to the 
weight assignment of the variable-connecting intervals. Therefore the reordering 
of the rows would increase ihc value of the placement and the wire length of ihc 
routing. 
Wc remark that according to Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, variable exchange intervals 
can be replaced by clause exchange intervals and Ihcy can be pul into the clause 
rows in ihc minimum length solution. 
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3.5. The Weights of the Literal-Connecting Inter\>als 
We still have to determine the zone weights of the literal-connecting intervals within 
the constraining zones, the constraining weights. 
L E M M A 3.7 If the weights of the literal-connecting intervals in the constraining 
zone are at least (16n + 1 )o + 2 then these intervals are placed into the lowest two 
rows in the minimum length solution, (n is the number of the variables and o is the 
number of the variable occurrences in the Boolean formula.) 
Proof. Let the value of the fragmented zone representation be Vf, the minimum 
wire length of the solution described in the construction be lc and the minimum 
wire length be /, i f one of the literal-connecting intervals is placed into the third or 
higher row in the constraining zone. 
We can calculate easily an upper bound for the difference of lc and Vf. The 
vertical wire length is greater by one at each variable-occurrence element in our 
construction than the minimum value of its fragmented zone representation. The 
other location where the value of the construction could be improved is the conflict 
zone where the clause intervals with zone weight 2 occupy the first two rows under 
the variable intervals whose zone weights are at most 4. This results in an upper 
bound 16/7 for the difference of the value of the conflict zone in the construction 
and the minimum value of the fragmented zone representation. Summarizing the 
differences, we gel vj < l€ < Vf + (I6n + \ )o. 
I f the zone weights of the literal-connecting intervals are (16n + 1 )o + 2 in 
the constraining zone and the value of the zone is minimum, then the first two rows 
are occupied by them, and intervals with zone weight 1 or 0 are placed into the rows 
above them. I f one of the literal connecting intervals is placed into a higher row, 
then the wire length wil l be greater than the original value at least by the zone weight 
of the literal-connecting interval minus the zone weight of the variable-connecting 
interval replaced with it. lr > Vf + (16/i + \)o + 1. 
Consequently, lc S lr, that is, the minimum length solution contains the 
literal-connecting intervals in the clause rows in the constraining zone. 
3.6. Minimum Wire Length and ArV-Completeness 
We have shown a construction how to assign a routing problem to each instance 
of SAT. We have to calculate an appropriate value for k which is contained by the 
instance of the minimum wire length Manhattan routing problem as well and it is 
equal to the minimum wire length which can be achieved i f and only i f improving 
exchange can be realized at each clause. Details are omitted, but it is necessary 
to note that k can be determined in polynomial time, because each weight and the 
value of each component of the optimum solution can be calculated in polynomial 
time. 
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T H E O R E M 1 Single row routing with minimum wire length is AfV-complete in the 
Manhattan model if the width is equal to the minimum width. 
Proof. Wc may assume that the length of the horizontal segments of a wire is equal 
to the difference of the position of the left terminal and the right terminal of the 
corresponding net. Wc can do this, because introducing wires crossing the same 
vertical line more than once does not cause decrease in the length of the vertical 
wire segments. 
The total length of the horizontal segments is the same in any realization of 
the routing instance. Thus the minimization of the wire length is equivalent to the 
minimization of the vertical segment length. 
The proof is similar to the dogleg-frcc case. Each clement of the construction 
can be determined in polynomial time in the size of the Boolean formula, and 
the whole construction applies polynomial number of building elements. Wc can 
conclude that each instance of SAT can be translated into an instance of the minimum 
wire length Manhattan routing problem in polynomial time. 
Wc shall prove that the interval placement problem has a solution with total 
wire length k i f and only i f the Boolean formula is satisfiable. By Lemmas 3.7 and 
3.5, the solution is constrained, and there is no interval switch other than the ones 
within the variable-occurrence elements. In this case, Lemma 3.2 guarantees that 
the literal-connecting and clause-connecting intervals arc placed into the lowest 
two rows in the minimum length solution. By Lemma 3.6, the variable-occurrence 
elements and the variable-connecting intervals are placed into the corresponding 
variable row. By Lemma 3.1, the same realization belongs to each element corre-
sponding to the occurrence of the same variable in the minimum length solution, 
By Lemma 3.3, the solution of the interval placement problem has the least length 
if and only i f realization of type A belongs to interval B or realization of type A 
belongs to interval B at least at one occurrence of a variable in each clause clement. 
Suppose first that the problem can be routed with length k. I f the variable 
element has a realization A or A, let the corresponding Boolean variable true or 
false, respectively. In this case each clause and the entire Boolean formula is 
satisfiable. Conversely, i f the Boolean formula satisfiable, apply realization A or A 
to the variable element depending on the value of the Boolean variable. In this case 
we can exchange variable and clause exchange intervals in each clause element and 
we can achieve the wire length k. 
Wc have assumed so far that the number w of the rows is given in the problem 
and it was equal to the minimum width. However, the total wire length may be 
shorter i f more rows are used than necessary. 
T H E O R E M 2 The minimum total wire length Manhattan routing problem with ar-
bitrary width is jVV-complete. 
Proof. The proof is the same as in the dogleg-free case (Lemma 7 in paper of 
S Z K A L I C Z K l , |? |). The essence of the proof is the reduction of the minimum wire 
length Manhattan routing problem with minimum width to the case when the width 
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is arbitrary by introducing two-terminal nets whose horizontal segments cover the 
whole original problem. I f the number of the inserted nets is high enough, the wire 
running in the highest row can be longer than the total vertical wire length of the 
original problem. Consequently, i f the width of the channel increases, then the wire 
length wil l be longer than the minimum wire length with minimum width. 
4. Conclusions 
The routing problem is known to be AfV-complete in many cases. Routing with 
minimum wire length in the dogleg-free Manhattan model had also been proved 
to be A/ -^-complete before. The present paper completed this result by showing 
that finding the minimum wire length is computationally difficult in the Manhattan 
model even i f we do not restrict ourselves to the dogleg-free special case. 
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